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PROJECT: 	 STRETCH 

SUBJECT: 	 A General Technique for Searching Tables with a Non-Uniform 
Interval 

The technique to be described includes binary searching and seqqential searching. 
as special cases. The main principle involved is that of storing the pattern of 
search within the table itself. Two important advantages of this method are: 

1, 	 The process is easy to  mechanize 

2, 	 The table entr ies  need not be s tored in consecytive o r  
evenly spaced locations. 

In 	order to explain the process the following table wi l l  be taken as a n  example: 

01. 03 09 	 10 11 15 18 24 25 30 3 1  37 39 5 1  54 56 57 71 89 

For simplicity these 19 entr ies  wi l l  be assumed to  occupy 19 consecutive loca-
v 	 tions in m e m o r y  w i t h  addresses 0 through 18 relative to the tablre origin. Along- 

side each of the table entr ies  we now place two addresses  which w i l l  be used to 
specify the pattern of searching. One of these is called the LOT# ADDRESS and 
indicates where to  look next if the given argument is found to he st r ic t ly  less than 
the table entry, The other address is called the HIGH ADDRESS and indicates 
where to look next if the given argument is found to  be strictly greater than the 
table entry. In ’case  equality occurs  the search is ended. 

Let us suppose f i r s t  of all that the desired pattern of search is that used in bin-
a r y  se0rching. Fox the tabla chosen above this pattern can be represented as in 
Fig. 1.  The table is se t  up as in Fig. 2. NGW,given a computed argument say 
37, the Search proceeds as follows: 

Step 1: 	 Start at location 9, Compare the table argument 30 wi th  
the computed argument 37. W e  find a HIGH condition and 
therefore, go to the HIGH ADDRESS, namely 14. 

Step 2: 	 Pick up the contents of 14 and compare the table argument 
54 with the computed argument 37. W e  find a LOW con-
dition and therefore,  go to the LOW ADDRESS, namely 11. 
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Figure 1: BINARY SEARCH PATTERN 
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0 01 STOP STOP 


03 00 02 

0 9  STOP 03 
10 STOP STOP 
11 01  06 
15 STOP STOP 
18 05 07 
24 STQP 0 8  

Search a 25 STOP STOP 
30 04 14 

Here 31 STOP STOP 
11 37 10 12 
12 39 STQP 13 
13 51 STOP STOP 
14 54 11 16 
15 56 STOP STOP 
16 57 15 17 
17 71 STOP 18 
18 89 STOP STOP 
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Firzurc 2: TABLE LAYOUT FUR ??DIARY SEARCH 
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4 Step 3: 	 Pick up the contents of 11  and compare again. This time 
we get an EQUAL condition, which automatically ends the 
search, 

The Search has yieldedtwo items of information: the address  11 and a 
status indication of the EQUAL condition. 

Although this example i l lustrates  the main features  of the process one migM 
well ask: 

1. 	 How i s  the case handled in which the computed argument 
is not equal to any of the table arguments? 

2. 	 Under what circumstances would a search pattern other than 
the binary type be advantageous? 

3, 	 How m a y  this technique be applied to a computer with a 64-
bit word? 

These questions a r e  now t reated in turn. 

When the computed argument Y is not equal to any of the table arguments Xi, the 
search ends in one of two ways: the current address is either that of Xj or that 
ofXj+i (where Xj 7 Y e Xj+i). In the f i r s t  case the LOW indicator is turns on, 

b w  	 in the second the HIGH. By referring to the example given earlier it w i l l  readily 
be observed that the specified pattern of search determines €or any given computed 
argument which of the two end resul ts  is obtained. 

Regarding choice of search pattern, i f  nothing is known about the distribution of 
frequency of references over the given table, binary searching w i l l  bedle natural 
choice. Lf, on the other hand, the table has a known non-uniform distribution,ethe pat tern of search can be b ~ e e dto take advantage of t h i s  situation. 

One method of incorporating this technique into the instruction repertoire  of a 
computer with a 64-bit word is a a  follows. The instruction SEARCH TABLE 
specifies the start ing location relatively o r  absolutely. Table wards a r e  aElsumed 
to have 	the format:: 

TABLE 	ARGUMENT 39 bits (inc. Sign, if present) 
LOW ADDRESS 	 12 bits 
?3IGH ADDRESS 	 12 bits 
STOP BIT 	 1 bit 

The sign modifier portion of the inrtruction indicates how signs wil l  be handled 
during the search. The computed argument is assumed to be pre-loaded into 
OR^ of the L U  reg i s t e r s , ,  the accumulator for example, The process then follows 

"IIuruI 	 the pattern indicated in the flow chart on the next page. 
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The 12-bit limitation on addresses in the table word can be readily overcome 
by dividing a table into sections not l a rge r  than 4096 words, and setting up a 
higher table to determine which section to search in. 

FLOW CHART FOR SEARCHING PROCESS 

Copy effective address  into L U  
regis ter  A i 
Fetch table wo;d f rom effective 
address and place in B

-1Compare corn uted argument in 
ACCUMULATBR with the table 
in B and set the HIGH, EQUAL 
or LOW status indicator, If 
the equal condition a r i s e s ,  stop 
the search J 
Inspect the STOP BIT in B. If 

it is 1, stop the search 

3.According to the setting of the 
L O W  and HIGH status indicators, 
copy the L O W  or HIGH ADDRESS 
in B into A andTnto the instruction 
register. 

Index if necessary. 

APPLICATION O F  SEARCHING TECHNIQUE 

It has been stated that the result of searching a set  of table arguments Xi with a 
computed argument Y is to obtain: 

1) L (Xi)and EQUAL sta tus  bit on, If Xj = Y. 
OR 2) L (Xj)and LOW status bit on 
OR 3) L (Xi+i) and HIGH status bit Xj Y Xj+i 

Although the L (Xj) and L (X+i) enable the computer to pick up the corresponding table 
arguments, this is rarely adequate. If the table represents  a mathematical or 
empSica1 function, it is likely that one or more tabulated function values are re-
quired along with  their  corresponding table arguments in order tu carry out an 
N e o r d e r  interpretation. A simple recipe for finding F (Xj)is to index L (Xj) 
by an increment p Gay, where L (X.) + p = L (F (Xj))for all  ’, j. A more general* solution is to place in L (Xj)+p add?esaes which guide the computer to L (Xj+& 
L (F(Xj)),etc. 
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This latter approach to finding information associated with  a s e t  of table 
arguments enables one to use two or more sstr  of table arguments (each 
set having a different meaning and being differently ordered) te act a s  
signpoata to a single file which is required to be searched at any time an any 
one of several items. 

in an increasing number of applications it is found inconvsnient or impossible 
to etore information in a manner which would enable a aimpls table look-up 
operation to find the information required. The incorporation of a fast table 
search operation in a computer would considerably incrraase it$ effectl+eness 
on such applications. 

E. F. Godd 
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